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Simpson University 
 

Chapel Assistant  
 

Purpose/Description  
The primary purpose of the Chapel Assistant at Simpson University is to assist the Student Development Coordinator in                  
providing oversight and administrative responsibility for the chapel and campus ministry needs. The Chapel Assistant               
provides the indispensable service of ensuring accurate chapel attendance data for the traditional undergraduate              
population. The Chapel Assistant provides valuable feedback and ideas as it relates to chapel procedures and policies.  
This position requires a minimum of 5 hours per week. 
 
 

Accountability 
 The Chapel Assistant is supervised by the Student Development Coordinator.  
 
 

Qualifications 
1. Enrolled as a full time student at Simpson University 
2. Holds at least a sophomore standing and possesses the skills necessary for administrative responsibility and record                

keeping 
3. Proficient in academic pursuits (GPA 2.25), in good standing with Student Development guidelines, Chapel              

attendance, and the Simpson University community as a whole 
4. Ability to interact professionally with university faculty, staff, and students 
5. Respects authority, possesses organizational skill, a teachable spirit, and demonstrates leadership           

potential/abilities as well as the ability to deal appropriately with confidential material 
6. Possesses a working knowledge of Canvas software, or at least a willingness to be trained  
7. Demonstrates an active faith development, intentionally growing in their relationship with Jesus Christ 

 
 

Responsibilities 
1. Provide oversight of chapel attendance. 
2. Manage chapel emails. 
3. After each chapel service, upload attendance to Canvas. 
4. Update Canvas chapel attendance records for students when there is a discrepancy. 
5. Create posters and promote campus ministry events. 
6. Maintain cleanliness of the student work area and a positive work environment. 
7. Maintain a high level of customer service and respond to inquiries within 48 hours. 
8. Assist Student Development Coordinator in notifying students who fail to meet the chapel attendance requirement               

at the end of each semester. 
9. Assist Student Development Coordinator with students utilizing the Chapel Attendance Alternative assignments. 
10. Faithfully attends every chapel service unless of an emergency or prior arrangement made with the Student                

Development Coordinator 
11. Commitment to the Simpson University Student Code of Conduct as an example to your peers. 
12. Accepts other responsibilities in accordance with this position as deemed necessary by the Campus Pastor or the                 

Dean of Student Development. 
 

 

Hiring Process  
A process of application and interview will select the Chapel Assistant. This will include the Student Development                 
Coordinator and representatives from the Student Development Office. 
 

 


